
200kg/h Automatic Toffee Candy Making
Machine
Specifications :

Payment Terms L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword toffee candy making machine,toffee making plant,toffee candy machine

Detail Introduction :
Toffee Candy Making Machine

Toffee Making Equipment is the most advanced tool to produce toffee candy. It adopts silicone
mold, automatic pouring and demolding by an automatic tracking drive system. It can produce toffee
candy of various shapes, colors, flavors, and sizes, with aromatic and mellow taste, which is loved by
customers of all ages.

Description of Toffee Making Plant.
Description of Toffee Making Plant.

Three types of toffee molding lines
1 Toffee sedimentation line
2 Toffee mold forming line
3 Toffee cutting and forming line

Toffee Candy Making Machine Features.
1. The mold uses the best silicon mold with advanced technology, super high temperature, and high-
pressure production, not easy to stick the sugar.
2. Servo motor can control the storage very well.
3. Very perfect control of filling sandwich, fast speed, and high efficiency.
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Characteristics of Toffee Candy Machine.
Features of Toffee Candy Machine.

1 Simple linear structure, easy to install and maintain.
2 Pneumatic components, electrical components, and operating components are all adopted from the

world's advanced components.
3 Sugar and other materials can be automatically weighed, transferred, and mixed by touch screen

adjustment. Various recipes can be programmed in PLC and applied easily and freely when needed.
4 Adopting imported PLC, touch screen, and servo drive system, the performance is more reliable and

stable, and the service life is longer.
5 Simple and compact overall structure, menu type operation interface, easy operation and

maintenance, high efficiency, low noise, stable performance, and long service life.
6 Provide different shapes of molds in our design, you can produce different shapes of toffee on the

same production line at the same time of the day.
Details of Toffee Manufacturing Machine.

Details of Toffee Manufacturing Machine
1 Siemens touch screen
2 ABB servo motor
3 Danfoss compressor
4 Tunnel insulation
5 Rubber chain protector
6 Taffy mold

Advantages of Toffee Maker Machine
1. Stable performance. Adopting PLC, the performance is more stable, programmed to automatically
control the vacuum boiling sugar temperature, time, holding temperature, and pouring speed.
2. High operability. A large LED touch screen display makes it easier to operate.
3. High production capacity. The production capacity of toffee can be from 50kg per hour to 600kg
per hour.
Toffee Candy Making Machine is made according to the changes of candy production and
consumer market in recent years. With the improvement of people's living standards, the demand for
candy is developing to the need of sensuality, low sugar, multi-color, and nutrition, so we introduced
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advanced technology to develop Toffee Candy Making Machine, welcome to visit us!
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